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ABSTRACT 

As online platforms increasingly collect large amounts of 

data about their users, there has been growing public concern 

about privacy around issues such as data sharing. 

Controversies around practices perceived as surprising or 

even unethical often highlight patterns of privacy attitudes 

when they spark conversation in the media. This paper 

examines public reaction “in the wild” to two data sharing 

controversies that were the focus of media attention—

regarding the social media and communication services 

Facebook and WhatsApp, as well as the email service 

unroll.me. These controversies instigated discussion of data 

privacy and ethics, accessibility of website policies, notions 

of responsibility for privacy, cost-benefit analyses, and 

strategies for privacy management such as non-use. An 

analysis of reactions and interactions captured by comments 

on news articles not only reveals information about pervasive 

privacy attitudes, but also suggests communication and 

design strategies that could benefit both platforms and users. 
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INTRODUCTION 
As online platforms increasingly collect large amounts of 

data about their users, there has been growing public concern 

around issues of data privacy. This is a particularly complex 

problem space for technology designers due to the potentially 

competing interests of users and market forces that drive 

business models [30].  

Consumers have long expressed concern about how their 

data is used, particularly with respect to monetization or data 

sharing with third parties [18,40]. However, the shift of much 

of our lives online, from commerce to socializing, has 

created new perceived privacy threats beyond telemarketer 

call lists and shopper loyalty cards. This new landscape of 

digital privacy also creates complex interaction design 

problems, as people often express attitudes towards privacy 

that are not reflected in their behavior [1].  

Understanding user attitudes towards privacy, particularly in 

the context of specific technologies such as social media 

[1,53] or mobile apps [26,31,44], has been an important area 

of research. It has also led to interventions such as usable 

privacy policies [25] or design recommendations [3,30]. This 

research is motivated in part by the knowledge that online 

privacy continues to pose challenges for the general public as 

they navigate technology use online.  

We often see evidence of these challenges in the form of 

public outrage to privacy controversies. Two recent examples 

of a type of privacy violation—data being shared with or sold 

to third parties—include (1) the messenger app WhatsApp 

altering its policies to include data sharing with Facebook, 

and (2) the email service unroll.me selling anonymized data 

to Uber. Though much social media privacy research has 

been concerned with privacy concerns around known 

individuals rather than “faceless third parties” [28], the 

potential for data to be shared or sold outside of its original 

context is an issue that cuts across social media, messaging, 

email, and other online activities. 

For this study, we examined user attitudes “in the wild” by 

analyzing public reactions to these specific controversies, as 

represented by comments to news articles. This source of 

data provides not only authentic reactions to real situations 

(compared to, for example, asking directly about privacy 

attitudes as part of a research study), but it also touches on an 

important aspect of public attitudes: how they might be 

shaped by the media. We know that media portrayals can 

have a significant influence on attitudes [34,51], particularly 

when it comes to science [5,27]. As Vines et al. point out in 

their analysis of public reactions to media portrayals of HCI 

research, these reactions can reveal tensions around wider 
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societal issues regarding technology that might be hidden 

when using traditional user-centered research methods [49]. 

Our analysis was driven by a set of exploratory research 

questions: What are the patterns of public reaction to online 

data sharing controversies? How do in-the-moment reactions 

track to existing knowledge about privacy attitudes? What 

are the major points of disagreement in the user community, 

and do these reflect underlying value differences? What 

solutions or strategies do commenters suggest in response to 

perceived privacy violations?  

We found that though the majority of articles in our dataset 

had a negative framing towards each data sharing 

controversy, the attitudes expressed by commenters were 

more nuanced than simply being negative towards the 

platforms. Instead, for the commenters in our dataset, a major 

determinant for both level of privacy concern and proposed 

solutions were pre-existing notions for who bears the 

responsibility for privacy protection—the user or the 

platform. We conclude with a discussion of the potential 

effectiveness of proposed solutions, with a focus on 

accessible and transparent privacy information. 

BACKGROUND  

In recent years there have been a number of privacy-related 

uproars heavily covered in the media, many of which relate 

to major tech companies such as Facebook and Google. 

Prominent examples include Google Buzz, which seeded a 

social networking site with email contacts, and the Facebook 

Beacon product that tracked web activity and then shared it 

with Facebook friends. These controversies illustrated how 

problematic expectation violations and feelings of a loss of 

control can be when it comes to how online platforms use our 

data [13]. 

The current study examines two recent controversies that 

specifically concern these kinds of expectation violations, in 

the context of companies sharing of data with third parties. 

Though there is a great deal of prior work uncovering 

attitudes about online privacy, examining immediate public 

reactions to specific situations allows us to see how these 

attitudes manifest in a real world context.  

The first controversy concerned the messaging app 

WhatsApp, which was acquired by Facebook in 2014 but 

seemingly did not institute major changes following that 

acquisition [12]. However, in August 2016, WhatsApp 

announced changes to its privacy policy that specified they 

would be sharing data with Facebook, stating that Facebook 

would be using WhatsApp account information to improve 

ads and user experience. Media coverage of the change was 

predominantly negative, with many articles offering 

instructions for opting out of the new terms. There have been 

subsequent developments in this situation, including a 

lawsuit in India, but this study concerns the initial public 

reaction to the announcement of the policy change. 

The second controversy involved unroll.me, a service that 

gives users the ability to see a list of all of their email 

subscriptions and to easily unsubscribe. To accomplish this, 

the service requires access to the user’s email account. 

Unroll.me is owned by Slice Technologies, a company with 

market research services that extracts and analyzes 

information from commercial emails. In April 2017, a New 

York Times expose on Uber’s business practices revealed that 

they purchased data from unroll.me about the content of 

receipts from Lyft, their major competitor [23]. This 

revelation was met with surprise by unroll.me users, and 

journalists picked up this piece of the story and ran with it, 

investigating unroll.me’s privacy practices. The CEO of 

unroll.me released a public statement emphasizing that the 

practice of selling anonymized data had always been part of 

their business model and laid out in their privacy policy, 

noting that “while we try our best to be open about our 

business model, recent customer feedback tells me we 

weren’t explicit enough” [20]. 

What these two situations have in common are the media 

attention and subsequent public reactions to the revelation 

that personal data in an online service was or would be 

shared with a third party. They provide concrete examples of 

the kinds of perceived privacy violations that research has 

shown impacts attitudes about online privacy. 

Related Work 

Research has revealed concerns about data privacy since 

before widespread use of the Internet, though the increase in 

available data, both knowingly and unknowingly shared, has 

subsequently exacerbated existing tensions. An early social 

media privacy study showed that participants ranked privacy 

concerns extremely highly compared to other societal 

issues—though there was little relationship between the 

privacy attitudes reported and how much information they 

chose to reveal [1]. In other words, people are likely to 

express more concern than is reflected in their actual 

behavior. Acquisti put forth that this attitude-behavior gap 

would not be solved with better privacy technology or 

increased awareness because it reflects underlying behavioral 

mechanisms related to self-control and instant gratification 

[1]. However, others have noted that the “privacy paradox” is 

not simply a matter of not caring enough to change their 

behavior. Many users simply feel that they have no control 

over how their data is used, resulting in a feeling of learned 

helplessness [44]. Similarly, Hargittai and Marwick found 

that young people often have a sense of cynicism around 

online privacy, believing that violations are simply inevitable 

[19] 

However, unpredictability with regard to how people manage 

their privacy does create challenges, for both technology 

designers and policymakers attempting to create regulations 

about personal identity data [10]. For example, would users 

be willing to switch from one service to another due to 

privacy concerns? Schreiner et al. conducted a study where 

they considered the factors that would affect users switching 

from WhatsApp to another messaging app (Threema) that is 

known for having strong privacy and security protections 

[42]. They found that though good privacy protection can be 



a pull to bring in new users, dissatisfaction with privacy 

practices is a stronger effect in pushing users to leave. 

However, despite this, it was most common that users would 

not be willing to switch, largely due to social cost and 

inconvenience.  

Likewise, prior research has shown that people are willing to 

trade privacy for convenience [1,42]. Even as people feel 

negatively about companies that collect too much data, early 

studies of consumer privacy showed that nevertheless people 

agreed that targeted advertisements seeded by more available 

data could be useful [18,40]. Additionally, the benefits of 

services such as social media are important enough that 

people are unwilling to pay the “cost” of quitting to protect 

their privacy [43,37].  

Therefore, a common way of conceptualizing privacy within 

the social computing research community is as a set of trade-

offs between risk and benefit [53]. However, this landscape 

is more nuanced, particularly since privacy norms differ from 

context to context [37]. Wisniewski et al. put forth the 

benefits of designing for “privacy fit” to account for unique 

attitudes and needs, rather than the assumption that more 

privacy is always better [53]. Different users or stakeholders 

on the same platform might have different values around 

privacy that result in tension [36]. Users might be willing or 

even interested in providing some kinds of information but 

not others or information for certain uses. For example, the 

purpose of the use has been shown to be particularly 

important when users have access to that information [43], as 

well as the scope of use or data retention policies [29]. The 

type of information being shared also has an impact on 

attitude [29]. 

Likewise, prior work shows that even when people see the 

benefit of a company itself having more data about them, 

attitudes can become strongly negative when that data is 

shared with third parties [18]. Many consumers would rather 

see their data used directly for improving the services they 

are being offered in exchange, rather than commercialized 

[8] (i.e., beneficial to themselves rather than to the developer 

or service [43]). Carrascal speculates that most privacy 

concerns around digital data arise because of a lack of 

awareness that personal information is being monetized in 

certain ways [8]. They go so far as to suggest that the privacy 

concerns of most users would be tempered if online service 

providers were explicit and up front about their practices [8]. 

Prior work supports this idea, showing that the perception of 

the effectiveness of privacy policies on platforms like 

Facebook can have an impact on privacy attitudes [52], and 

that businesses that properly inform consumers about their 

information handling practices instill greater confidence and 

reduce perceived risk of privacy violations [54].  

However, this kind of transparency is not common practice 

among online platforms. An analysis of privacy practices and 

policies for a set of online social networks revealed that 

privacy is rarely used as a selling point, and that promotion 

of policies or privacy controls is rare [6]. Moreover, both this 

study and prior work around privacy policies reveals that 

they are highly inaccessible due to length, readability, and 

obfuscating legal jargon [35]. A study of Android 

permissions confirmed low levels of both attention (few users 

paying attention to permission) and comprehension (even 

less being able to answer questions about those permissions) 

[14]. Bonneau suggests that this is especially problematic 

because privacy practices vary greatly from site to site [6], an 

issue that exists not just in privacy policies but in other online 

terms and conditions [15]. In other words, if a user 

understands the policies of one platform, they should not 

assume that similar policies are in place for other platforms. 

However, there are often limited incentives for platforms to 

have more transparent privacy practices, and indeed for them 

to implement practices that match users’ privacy needs. 

There are clear opposing stakeholders—consumers who want 

information private, and platforms and advertisers that 

require profiling of user behavior to drive the market. As a 

result, privacy solutions often risk breaking necessary 

business models [30]. For example, monetizing social media 

data with targeted advertising is the most effective business 

model for Facebook, despite knowing that it may alienate 

users; acquisition strategies such as pulling data from 

WhatsApp illustrates their reliance on capturing user data for 

revenue [12]. It is therefore not surprising that privacy 

behaviors have been largely reactive, driven by external 

pressures such as legislative pressures or bad publicity [11]. 

In fact, a major theme of prior work is the often negative 

perception of the intentions of companies that steward data. 

Even prior to widespread digital data, studies showed that 

consumers assumed that digital marketers had little concern 

about their privacy, and had negative perceptions of 

companies that recorded too much personal data [18]. 

Consumers had strong negative reactions to companies 

selling information such as data from supermarket loyalty 

cards with other companies, indicating a desire to be 

informed and to have a say about how their data is used [18]. 

A study of “privacy panic” also showed that one of the major 

worries includes third parties finding out information [2]. 

Moreover, even when privacy breaches are the fault of third 

party developers or even members of a user’s social network, 

they tend to place the responsibility on the platform [52]. One 

study of “quitting” Facebook found that the major reported 

reason for doing so was suspicions about the treatment of 

personal data by the company [47]. 

In sum, prior work in this space reveals a complex landscape 

of digital privacy where consumer and user attitudes are 

influenced by preconceptions, cost-benefit analyses, 

knowledge of policies and practices, and trust and perception 

of companies and platforms. The current study considers 

concrete, immediate reactions to specific data privacy 

controversies in order to see how these attitudes play out in 

real-world scenarios. 



METHODS  

To examine public reaction as part of this study, we collected 

and analyzed public comments to news articles about two 

different data sharing and privacy controversies. 

News Comments as a Data Source  

The publication of news articles online has introduced novel 

participatory features to traditional broadcast media formats. 

Comments sections on news websites allow readers to 

express opinions and engage in public dialogue with 

journalists and other readers [32,55]. Comments sections are 

also valuable spaces to study public discussion on a variety 

of topics (e.g., climate change [27], vaccination policies [38], 

and public reception of HCI research [49]). 

Online news comments provide a way to study public 

opinion and discourse that is particularly efficient with 

respect to time and resources compared to qualitative 

methods such as surveys and interviews [21], making them 

well suited to the immediacy of public controversies. 

Moreover, any comment on a news article is a participant-

driven response, which research has indicated may be more 

honest and accurate, and also reveals the issues that matter to 

commenters [9,21].  The comment section is also a 

naturalistic setting, which provides ecological validity and is 

well-suited to studying associations [22]. In examining news 

comments on articles about HCI research, Vines et al. noted 

that even misinterpretation of research or technology can be 

useful, because it “provides a gauge for the political and 

emotional context of the work beyond the often-

homogenous, self-selected and motivated individuals that 

may participate in the research” [49]. 

This method also requires the collection and analysis of 

public data. Though the analysis of public content without 

consent is common practice within the social computing 

research community, there are inconsistent norms around 

issues such as whether it is acceptable to quote content 

verbatim and even what constitutes public data [50]. 

Although comments on news articles constitute publicly 

available information, there may be concerns about 

contextual privacy violation, in that commenters on news 

articles likely do not consider their comments as participation 

in academic research [16]. However, in considering this issue 

we felt that the comments in our dataset are more overtly 

public than personal social media streams, because they are 

explicitly addressed to an unknown audience rather than a 

pre-established social network. Many thematic analyses of 

user comments include full-text quotes in the published 

research [9,16,17,49] and we have chosen to include quotes 

for purposes of best illustrating our themes. Though there is a 

danger of commenters being identified through quotes with 

some investigation, we felt that risk is low given that we are 

not examining inherently sensitive subject matter, and we 

kept this in mind when choosing illustrative quotations. 

Limitations 

While there are clear benefits to using reader comment data, 

there are also potential limitations. For example, there is 

uncertainty around commenter demographics, particularly for 

anonymous or pseudonymous comment systems [21], though 

the need for this information is dependent upon research 

goals. Another concern is that the tone, content, or frame of 

the article may influence the comments, though some 

preliminary research suggests this may not be a significant 

confounding factor [16,17,22]. There are further known 

limitations to the quality of discourse found in comments 

related to issues of access, civility, anonymity, fragmentation, 

selective exposure, and homogenization [55]. Therefore, 

though this data lacks the problem of research self selection 

bias, there are other forms of self selection that could affect 

the generalizability of the data.  

We frame the current study, however, as specifically 

examining reactions to media portrayals of these 

controversies. We are interested in how our findings track to 

previous studies of user attitudes, but do not make claims 

about generalizability, and our findings should be interpreted 

with this in mind. 

Data Collection  

Our dataset consists of public comments posted to news 

articles on both news organizations’ websites and official 

Facebook pages. We identified a set of articles for both 

controversies using LexisNexis and Google News, by 

searching for related keywords and visiting the articles where 

they were originally posted. Criteria for inclusion were (1) 

the article was primarily about that controversy; (2) the 

article was from a news site rather than, e.g., a personal blog; 

and (3) the article contained at least one comment. For 

articles on sites that did not have comment sections, we 

checked for a posting on the organization’s official Facebook 

page and pulled public comments from there instead if 

available. We also pulled comments from Facebook if 

available for articles that also had comments posted on their 

website. If there was more than one public Facebook post 

from that organization for a single article, we pulled 

comments from all available posts. In order to not 

oversample from a single source, if an article had more than 

100 comments, we only included the first 100. “Comments” 

includes both top-level comments and replies. There is a 

mixture of anonymous, pseudonymous, and non-anonymous 

comments throughout our dataset. Our final dataset of 

comments consists of 775 comments (373 WhatsApp, 402 

unroll.me), representing 27 unique articles (11 WhatsApp, 16 

unroll.me).   

We also conducted open coding on the topics and sentiment 

of the articles themselves. Though topics were constrained to 

the controversies at hand, we did observe some general 

categories of content: advice (such as explaining how to opt 

out of data sharing), reporting on reaction (focusing on how 

people have responded to the controversy), and broader 

discussion (using one of the controversies as a catalyst to 

discuss issues of privacy more generally).  

We also considered whether each article was critical of the 

tech company. We categorized 12 of the 27 articles as 

“critical” and 14 as “neutral.” Only one article (concerning 



unroll.me) seemed overtly positive towards the company, 

expressing surprise that anyone would be bothered by free 

services selling data; this article represented only 4 

comments in our dataset. Overall, comments accompanying 

“critical” articles made up more of our dataset—477 

comments compared to 294 neutral comments. Though prior 

studies of news comments have suggested there may not be a 

significant relationship between the content of the article and 

the content of comments [16,17,22], it is of course possible 

that article tone impacted commenter reactions. However, in 

analyzing the comments we found both negative and positive 

comments across articles of different tones. Even in articles 

that were overtly critical, some commenters still took the 

company’s side, for example chastising others for not reading 

policies. 

For articles about unroll.me, the average number of 

comments per article was 15 (median 7), and for WhatsApp   

31 (median 15). The average number of unique commenters 

per article across the dataset was 23 (median 14), though we 

cannot speculate about whether the same commenters might 

have appeared in multiple articles. The average word count 

per comment across the dataset is 73 words (median 40, 

ranging from 2 to 527). We chose the comments quoted in 

our findings as representative of themes and generally of the 

types of comments found across our entire dataset.  News 

organizations represented include The New York Times, The 

Guardian, USA Today, Lifehacker, and Slate, among others. 

All articles were written in English, so the data mostly 

represents the US and UK, with one article from a news 

organization in India and one from Singapore.  

Data Analysis 

There are different ways to approach the analysis of 

comments as established in the literature, though a common 

approach is a thematic analysis [9,16,22,48,49]. This method 

reveals patterned responses in data with particular attention 

to meaning, explanation, and rich description [7]. For this 

study, we coded themes inductively, working from the data 

to find commonalities rather than coming in with a particular 

schema in advance. We largely used individual comments as 

a unit of analysis, while considering contextual information 

of threads where appropriate.  

Our analysis followed the general recursive steps for 

thematic analysis outlined in Braun and Clarke, from 

inductive coding to production of themes [7]. This was an 

iterative process with two analysts, coding independently and 

then coming together to memo, discuss, adjudicate 

differences, and finalize coding schemes and themes.  

FINDINGS 

Distinct patterns of privacy attitudes and reactions to these 

controversies emerged through our thematic analysis. Here, 

we focus on two major themes that encompass a great deal of 

what is represented in these reactions: differing visions of 

responsibility for privacy, and strategies for mitigating 

privacy risks. We also find that view of responsibility 

typically determines ideas for solutions and strategies, as well 

as the level of privacy concern expressed. 

Responsibility for Privacy 

Prior work regarding personal data management shows that 

there may be a dichotomy of attitudes towards privacy and 

responsibility—whether it is a consumer’s own responsibility 

to protect their data online or the responsibility of the 

company with which they are transacting [10]. Kang et al. 

also found that some participants trust institutions or 

companies to take care of their security, and other 

participants suggested that users were putting too much trust 

in the system and should take more personal responsibility 

[24]. Our findings confirm a contrast in these two visions of 

responsibility for privacy, and illustrate the specific 

arguments to support each. 

Because the framing of the articles and selection bias of those 

choosing to comment could have an impact on the relative 

frequency of different attitudes, we make no claims about 

which of these might be more dominant in the general 

population. However, we will note that because the news 

articles primarily presented the situations as controversies 

and examples of privacy violations, negative reactions 

typically either represented (1) negative reaction to the 

perceived privacy violation; or (2) negative reaction to those 

having a negative reaction to the perceived privacy violation 

(either in response to the article or to other comments). The 

first largely represented visions of company or platform 

responsibility, and the second visions of user responsibility. 

The second was somewhat more prominent in our data, so we 

will discuss it first. 

User Responsibility 

Many commenters, though agreeing that a privacy violation 

may have occurred, felt that it was the responsibility of the 

user to have prevented this violation. This largely boiled 

down to “you should have known”—because of common 

sense or because of proper notice from the company. 

The phrase “you are the product” occurred over and over 

again in our data. (In fact, it appeared so frequently that there 

were multiple comment threads delving into the origin of the 

phrase.) Commenters typically used this concept as an 

explanation for how the world works, expressing disbelief 

that others would not have anticipated that companies would 

be monetizing their data. 

Someone, somewhere has to pay for shit, it’s how the world 

works. [w]
1
 

Color me shocked that people are too stupid to realize a free 

service is monetizing the data they collect from you. [u] 

Some commenters used this worldview as an explanation for 

their own behavior, typically expressing that their acceptance 

of personal responsibility would protect them from privacy 

violations. 

                                                           
1
 Quotations are presented verbatim and without corrections, with mid-

quote shortening represented with […]. Comments from WhatsApp 
articles are indicated with a [w] and unroll.me indicated with a [u]. 



That’s why I didn’t sign up [for unroll.me]. No such thing as 

a free lunch. [u] 

However, though commenters often presented this as 

common sense, there was also recognition that understanding 

specific privacy practices requires research.  

The responsibility is with the user. If people are to be let 

loose on the internet they should understand that private 

companies are there to make money. Before giving a 

company your inside leg measurement a bit of research is 

required. As I say that is no one’s responsibility, other than 

the user. [w] 

Typically research was conceptualized as gaining familiarity 

with platform policies. For the unroll.me controversy, there 

was a provision about data selling in a privacy policy; for 

WhatsApp, data sharing with Facebook was contingent on 

agreement to a new policy. A dominant theme among those 

advocating personal responsibility was scolding users for not 

reading these policies. 

The information certainly was available. It appeared in a 

terms and conditions pop up that you had to acknowledge 

and accept. [w] 

If it was in the TOS the users only have themselves to blame 

for not reading it. [u] 

Did you read the T&Cs? If not, no sympathy I'm afraid. [w] 

It is also possible that some who place responsibility more on 

the user might have more of an understanding how the 

technology works. Kang et al. found that people with more 

articulated technical models perceive more privacy threats—

though they may or may not take more action [24]. Though 

we do not have data to confirm patterns with respect to 

commenter traits, we will later discuss that commenters with 

this attitude were more likely to suggest obscure alternative 

platforms with better privacy features.  

Platform Responsibility 

The second view of responsibility was that at least some of it 

should fall to the company or platform. As revealed by our 

discussion of prior work, consumers often have strong 

negative reactions to the idea of their data being shared with 

or sold to third parties without their knowledge. In our data, a 

major point of difference between those commenters 

advocating platform responsibility versus user responsibility 

is what constitutes “knowledge.” 

Largely in response to commenters pointing out the existence 

of information in privacy policies and TOS, others pointed to 

inaccessibility of this information.  

You're quite right to say that people are under no obligation 

to use an app "if they don't like what it's doing". That's fine, 

as long as "what it's doing" is completely transparent to the 

user. But often it's not. Plain English isn't a key component of 

much of the communication on these things. I was recently 

asked to sign onto a 25-page legal document relating to an 

app. That's not unusual. [w] 

Others pointed out the flaw in a “you are the product and you 

should know that” argument, that there are some uses of data 

that are reasonably expected, and others that are not. 

That's victim-blaming. You may reasonably expect a free 

service to, say, show you ads or sell your browsing habits, 

but it can do anything. … no one has the time or knowledge 

to wade through all the TOS and shrinkwraps for every piece 

of software or music or movie you own, or every account you 

sign up for. What did you agree to when you signed up for 

gmail or twitter? Do you know? [u] 

Referring to “you should have read the TOS” as “victim 

blaming” also highlights that commenters with this view of 

responsibility hold the companies to certain ethical 

obligations. Some painted the situations as clearly unethical, 

pointing to “hiding” provisions in legal documents that the 

companies should know no one reads, or in the case of 

WhatsApp, purposefully changing the rules once users are 

already hooked. 

Those lengthy, obscure, and legalese Terms of Service have 

been outlawed in many civilized countries, either by 

legislative action or by the courts ruling its not reasonable to 

expect users to be able to read thru these horrors. [u] 

[This is] moving the goalposts - app starts in one direction 

(paid with no adverts) then sells itself to a big advertising 

company only after you've got all your friends and family 

joined up, then announced intent to give all the details you 

submitted under the original premise to its parent advertising 

company, result is many noses out of joint. [w] 

Phelan et al. present one way of considering typical 

contradictions in privacy concern (e.g., stating an intrusion is 

“creepy” but also that it does not bother them) as the 

difference between an initial “gut feeling” versus a deliberate 

cost-benefit analysis [39]. Factors they suggest are 

particularly salient for this analysis are trust of the platform, 

how much they feel “watched” by the platform, and an 

existing belief that nothing is private online [39]. In our data, 

the commenters who expect company responsibility often 

expressed less trust for these companies or did not express a 

belief that privacy is a lost cause. 

Strategies and Solutions for Privacy Protection 

Within the realm of social media privacy, researchers have 

considered the strategies that people use to mitigate their own 

privacy risks, often regarding issues of context collapse or 

unintended audience [50]. However, our findings here relate 

not to intentionally shared content but rather to how data 

might be shared with third parties beyond the original 

platform.  

Faced with these controversies, commenters offered a 

number of strategies and potential solutions. These differing 

suggestions also show a dichotomy when it comes to 

responsibility—what the user should do versus what the 

platform or another third party should do.  



User-Driven Strategies 

Closely tied to placing responsibility on the user, there were 

three major strategies suggested by commenters for actions 

for users to take: understanding risks, non-use, and use of 

alternative platforms.  

As previously noted, a number of commenters chastised 

others for not doing research or reading website policies. A 

common theme was that if people cared about their privacy, 

then all they had to do was familiarize themselves with a 

site’s practices and then make an informed decision about 

whether to use that site. If they choose to use the platform, 

then they are bound by those policies.  

Not really sure why that’s a problem…if you don’t want to 

read policies then don’t sign up for policies? [u] 

Don't really see what the issue is. Private firm asks if you use 

their service, you play by their rules. Seems fair enough. [w] 

The implicit follow-up to this is that if the policies are 

unacceptable, then they simply should not use the platform. 

The strategy of non-use to protect privacy was frequent 

among commenters.  

Even better; rest your finger on the Facebook and WhatsApp 

widgets for a second, then when the little 'x' appears, press 

that. [w] 

Or you can just not use WhatsApp... I refuse to give FB my 

mobile no. I left Instagram when their privacy policy / ToS 

debacle happened. Have not missed it. [w] 

Use cash. Shop online less. Swipe less. Turn off your 'smart' 

phone. [u] 

Research does suggest that privacy and security concerns are 

one of the main reasons that people report being offline or 

quitting social media [4,44]. However, prior work on non-use 

also tells us why this is not an ideal solution, particularly due 

to the social cost [4,38]. These counter-arguments were 

reflected in our data, with a number of commenters replying 

to non-use suggestions with respect to WhatsApp and 

Facebook with reasons why they did not want to quit—

typically due to reluctance to lose their social connections. 

And miss out on a trip to the pub! When someone posts on 

your local 'Fancy a pint' [Facebook] group. No thanks. [w] 

When most of the people you know organise events, get 

togethers etc through WhatsApp, leaving means becoming an 

antisocial miserable sod with no friends. [w] 

Similarly, with respect to unroll.me some commenters were 

performing simple cost-benefit analyses. They considered the 

service to be worth the level of harm they perceived (or did 

not perceive) of having their data sold. 

I love this service and will continue to use it. Anything you 

use for free is making money off of you in another way. [u] 

I really don't care if they sell my anon data. I like the service. 

My data is pretty boring anyway. [u] 

One solution to the non-use counterargument of social cost 

would be rather than giving up a service altogether to find a 

similar service. Commenters provided a number of 

suggestions for alternative platforms, particularly for 

messenger apps to replace WhatsApp, largely based on 

criteria of better security and privacy features. 

Try Signal. It's developed by the same people who 

implemented WhatsApp's E2E encryption but don't be put off 

by that. The guys running the project are all privacy 

advocates. [w] 

I've switched to the Wickr Messenger app. Highly secure, 

auto deletes messages(and messages sent can be set to auto-

delete on the recipient's phone too) and apparent full user 

security. [w] 

However, as we know from Schriener’s study on switching 

from WhatsApp to a more secure messaging system, even 

with better privacy practices, the cost of switching can still be 

too high [42]. For this reason, this strategy has limitations. 

What about all my friends who have never heard of wickr? 

[w] 

[Wickr is] all great; however, it's hard getting people to 

switch, despite the WhatsApp data-sharing issues, now 

everyone's so embedded in it. Users can simply stop using a 

service but there's a huge resistance to it when all their 

contacts are on there. [w] 

However, despite the counter-arguments to non-use or 

alternative platforms, non-use appears to be a popular 

strategy, particularly in response to these controversies. 

There were a large number of commenters who revealed that 

they stopped using a service. 

Thank you! I have linked them to this article in my reason for 

leaving. [u] 

Oh god… switching this off now. [u] 

Switched to Telegram once What's App was first taken over 

by Facebook. It's served me perfectly well since. [w] 

So these strategies do seem to be working for some of the 

commenters in our data set, some expressing relief at having 

quit or switched away from certain platforms. However, they 

are also met with the pushback by others noted above. Based 

on our data, we can speculate that these strategies are 

particularly unwelcome by those who see privacy violations 

as the responsibility of the platform rather than the user. 

Platform-Based Strategies  

Tracking to expressions of platform responsibility for privacy 

were suggestions that would involve changing their practices 

or policies. Most often, these suggested changes would be 

externally imposed rather than self-driven. For example, a 

number of commenters spoke of what should or should not 

be “permitted,” pointing to the potential for external 

regulation such as laws. 



Sacrificing one's privacy should only be permitted in extreme 

cases, even if then. It should definitely not be a default 

condition of using a service, private or otherwise! [w] 

App developers should not only live up to a code of ethics, 

but also to laws that would prevent the tracking and data 

mining going on. [u] 

Our email addresses and contact info are traded and sold to 

thousands of outfits which harass us day in and day out. This 

should be illegal - unless we give explicit permission, 

information about us (including email) should not be for sale. 

[u] 

However, beyond suggesting these externally imposed 

regulations, some commenters made suggestions around 

more readable policies or more user-controlled privacy 

practices.  

Instead of celebrating opt-out as if they are doing you a 

favor… the option needs to be opt-in, with users having to 

take an affirmative action to opt-in to giving up their privacy. 
[w] 

Typical disagreements with these kinds of suggestions were 

reminders of business models, pointing out that these uses of 

data were necessary for the companies to make money: we 

are the product, so if they can’t sell us, what is their business 

model? 

Businesses are not charities. So that “free” gmail account, 

“free” google photos space, “free” unsubscribe service? It’s 

not being run out of the kindness of their hearts. [u] 

Others argued that making policies more clear simply would 

not work, that the problem was not the accessibility of the 

policies but the apathy of users about privacy. 

Put the 'smokers lungs' type warning - it will make no 

difference. People in the online age are addicted to free (at 

point of sale) and the overwhelming majority will trade in 

their privacy  to get things free. [u] 

This assumption does track to prior work, where after 

expressing privacy concerns around apps, people were asked 

why they ignored the end-user license agreements [44]. The 

answers were that (1) they had never encountered negative 

consequences from the collection of their data; and/or (2) the 

desire to have the app trumped their privacy concerns. We 

saw similar patterns of reasoning in our data. 

Reasons for Concern (or Lack of Concern) 

Some of the commenters in our dataset were observably 

upset about the situations being described, and others were 

not. Those who did not seem bothered largely also fell into 

the “user responsibility” category, but there were also two 

major schools of thought: (1) I already knew this was how 

these things work; and (2) The benefit of the service 

outweighs the potential privacy cost. Additionally, we 

propose that most of those who are bothered fall into the 

“platform responsibility” group but also experienced some 

kind of expectation violation.  

These schools of thought are a somewhat remixed version of 

the categories uncovered by a 2013 study of online privacy 

disclosures that suggested three types of users: the scared 

who worry about privacy but do not think they have options; 

the naïve, who do not understand what happens to their data; 

and the meh, who understand the trade-offs but are not 

worried [33]. Our categories translate these kinds of attitudes 

into how someone might react to a privacy violation scandal.  

We have already discussed examples from our data. We 

actually see two types of people who expressed a lack of 

concern because they already knew how things work. The 

first are the “savvy” who featured prominently in our 

description of user responsibility advocates. They purport to 

do their research and know what the privacy risks are. 

I actually read the terms and conditions before I signed up – 

or didn’t sign up, as it happens. [w] 

Others simply have a model of the world where they have 

very little privacy. We see this in prior work as well, the idea 

that privacy violations are a given, and once shared, 

information is simply out of the user’s control [19]. This is 

also a model that Phelan et al. uncovered when considering 

the salient factors in making privacy cost-benefit analyses, an 

existing attitude that nothing is private online [39].  

I'm neither surprised nor outraged. I mean...it's to be 

expected. [u] 

I assume every aspect of information I put online will be sold 

to somebody willing to pay for it. [u] 

Though this attitude may encourage some to take extra steps 

to protect their privacy, for others it seems to be more a form 

of learned helplessness, where they have come to believe that 

the situation is unavoidable and something that they simply 

have to live with [44]. Regardless, the outcome is the same: 

they are unsurprised by the privacy violation and do not 

intend to take action. 

We saw another type of “unconcerned” commenter, who 

performed a cost-benefit analysis and determined that the 

benefit of the service outweighs a potential privacy cost. We 

saw examples of this with people who stated that they liked 

the service enough to continue using it despite potential 

harm, or simply saw very little harm in the perceived privacy 

violation. 

What is the damage to me with unroll me selling my non 

existent lyft receipts to uber? [u] 

Too many people privacy where it does not exist… also you 

have to consider the harm. Selling Lyft your sanitized uber 

bill? Really? How does that harm you? [u] 

However, prior work suggests that when users have a limited 

ability to infer and understand risks, they are not doing a 

cost-benefit analysis but rather a “cost justification” [33]. 

Because many of these users did not know about these 

practices prior to media attention given to the controversy, 

they are performing post-hoc analyses. Therefore, their 



analysis may be swayed in favor of the platform so as to 

justify their existing use. 

Finally, those commenters who did express concern or 

outrage tended to have two things in common: (1) they felt 

that the companies had some obligation to safeguard their 

privacy and/or provide better information, and (2) the 

revelation of how their data was used surprised them. Prior 

work has shown that expectation violations are an important 

part of privacy attitudes [31]. Our observations of a 

controversy in the wild confirms this concept, since those 

who had a “this is how the world is” mindset were 

considerably less concerned than those who expressed their 

surprise that their data might be used this way. This is 

reflected in the quotations above about “victim-blaming” 

where there are only some ways that one might “reasonably 

expect” data to be used, and the accusation of the company 

“moving goalposts” in order to trick users. Unfortunately, 

these expectation violations will continue to be common so 

long as privacy practices vary so widely from platform to 

platform [6]. 

Overall, there appear to be emergent (and possibly recurring) 

patterns of opinion and argumentation in our data, suggesting 

that outrage over controversies such as these are less 

contingent on the nature of the perceived privacy violation 

and more on existing notions of how privacy is or should be 

handled online. 

DISCUSSION & SOLUTIONS 

Our findings about public reactions via media portrayals of 

privacy controversies support prior work around privacy 

attitudes and also reveal patterns of arguments and 

connections between different types of attitudes. In the 

tradition of privacy research, we see evidence of usability 

problems related to privacy that can upset users and even 

cause them to stop using the platform. 

First, we consider whether our data suggests that there is a 

problem here to be solved. Our dataset, which already 

represented those users who were motivated enough to 

comment on a news article, included many comments that 

reflected a lack of concern about the stated privacy violation 

despite the news articles framing the situation as a major 

controversy. However, for many, this lack of concern may 

come from a place of “learned helplessness” [44] where they 

would like more privacy but have such a poor opinion of the 

companies that they assume it could never happen. Others 

expressed that they found a solution in non-use, which is not 

ideal for platforms that do not want to lose users. It is clear 

from our study that the type of data sharing represented by 

these two controversies is problematic for many users. Our 

findings also suggest the benefits and drawbacks of different 

ways to deal with this problem. 

Is the ideal solution dependent on user action, as suggested 

by many of the commenters in our data set? Going with the 

idea of user responsibility would require changing people’s 

behaviors and mindsets. We know from prior work that 

encouraging people to read privacy policies and terms of 

service in their current forms would be extremely challenging 

[15,35]. Some commenters suggested that a basic common 

sense understanding of business models and “you are the 

product” would lead to appropriate privacy expectations, 

though it is unclear how they thought this should be 

accomplished.  

In arguing that the inaccessibility of information about 

privacy practices actually negates a presumption of this kind 

of personal responsibility, Simon and Shklovski propose 

potential solutions that include intermediaries designing tools 

as well as hard law solutions [46]. This was also a suggestion 

of commenters, that there should be more externally imposed 

regulations such as laws or ethical guidelines. There is 

progress in this area, for example with the General Data 

Protection Regulation, which goes into effect in 2018 and 

will unify and strengthen data protection for citizens of the 

European Union. However, even as progress is made, law 

can be slow to change and it is difficult to standardize 

precisely what those laws should be when it comes to online 

privacy [10,11]. This is also something for which both users 

and platforms have little control—though policymakers as 

well can learn from the kinds of attitudes and reactions 

described in this paper.  

Another solution would be for platforms to simply change 

their practices in order to better align with user 

expectations—for WhatsApp to not share data with Facebook 

and for unroll.me to not sell data gathered from emails. This 

too presents a clear roadblock. As many commenters pointed 

out, these companies need to make money somehow. If you 

are not the product, then what is? However, platforms may 

still want to consider these expectations and attitudes when 

they make decisions about business models, to the extent that 

they can. For example, our findings supported the idea from 

prior work that with respect to “being the product,” users 

react better to their data being used to improve something for 

the platform itself (e.g., better advertisements) than it being 

shared with unknown third parties for their benefit. Phelan et 

al. also point out that when designers rely on users to tell 

them their desired privacy practices, they typically do not get 

initial, gut reactions but rather post-hoc analyses [39]. 

Moreover, beyond business models, companies can always 

improve their own internal business practices. Work such as 

the current study to examine initial reactions to real-world 

scenarios could be helpful to companies trying to understand 

user privacy needs and expectations. 

Finally, the solution most well-motivated by both this study 

and prior would work be to make information about privacy 

practices both more contextual and more accessible. If users 

truly did know how and why their data is being used, then 

their expectations would be appropriately calibrated. 

However, as Shklovski points out, simply making terms and 

conditions more robust or more readable is probably not 

enough [44]. This is in part because, as shown by our data, 

people come in with vastly different attitudes towards 

privacy, with concerns rooted in complex socio-technical 

configurations.  



Though more accessible policies could be a start, our 

findings suggest that the what is less important than the why. 

Commenters who expressed an intuitive understanding of the 

why (“you are the product” or similar) expressed less concern 

about the practice. This supports prior work that suggests that 

though users might be more willing to share data if they think 

it is not being collected at all, once they know about the 

collection, they are more willing to share if they are given 

information about the use and purpose [43]. Additional 

research confirms that information about data sharing that 

does not specify who has access does not provide users with 

enough information to gauge risk [14]. Therefore, the issue is 

not so much “make your privacy policy more readable” but 

the fact that the why and who are typically not part of the 

information provided.  

If this “what how why who” strategy of providing 

information about privacy practices could be successful, the 

different categories of attitudes from our findings suggest 

that there is little downside from the user stakeholder 

perspective. Providing users with more information should 

satisfy those who subscribe to a model of user responsibility 

and think that other users should simply understand more. 

Those who place responsibility on the platform, particularly 

those who complain about the inaccessibility of policies, 

would likely find this to be a step in the right direction. For 

those users who still will not read whatever information is 

presented to them, then at least they will be able to see that an 

effort was made—as opposed to the backlash we saw related 

to these two controversies that the information was vague, 

incomplete, and/or hidden in fine print. More transparency 

might help those with a learned helplessness mindset to gain 

more trust in the platform. Finally, with more information, 

users will be able to perform better cost-benefit analyses.  

The potential downside for the platform (aside from the 

resources involved in implementing such changes) is that if 

they are upfront with practices that could be unpopular, 

people will decide not to use their platform at all. In this way, 

there has always been an incentive structure for obfuscation. 

However, controversies that spark this kind of public outrage 

are becoming increasingly common, and in the case of these 

two situations, resulted in a large number of lost users. 

Moreover, our data suggests that there is in general a very 

low level of trust for these platforms, and making efforts to 

change this could be good for business in the long run.  

Another challenge with increased transparency is that it still 

leaves some burden on the user to make informed choices. 

However, these choices would be easier if platform practices 

already aligned with user expectations. This study revealed in 

part that controversy rises when user expectations are broken; 

a better understanding of these expectations would also make 

transparency more beneficial on both sides. 

Though we are not the first to propose this kind of increased 

transparency as a salve for user privacy concerns, our 

findings provide contextual support from specific scenarios 

to provide a clear line of motivation to this potential solution. 

Moreover, since for technology companies, a major 

downside of privacy controversies is negative media 

attention, the specific understanding of how user reactions 

play out in the media may be particularly salient to decision 

making. 

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK  

Our analysis of “in the wild” reactions to perceived data 

sharing and privacy violations supports concepts from prior 

work around issues such as responsibility [10,24], cost-

benefit analyses [33,39], the role of privacy policies 

[6,14,44], non-use as a strategy [39,4,38] trust for platforms 

[18,47], and expectation violations [31].  

Because we were examining concrete reactions, our data has 

strong ecological validity but often lacks information about 

motivation or user characteristics. There is a strong case for 

further qualitative work to validate these user attitudes 

(beyond comparisons to prior work) based on the rich 

information we have now about specific reactions. There is 

also potential for future work in conducting studies with 

commenters on news articles in order to tease out exactly 

how media portrayals impact their attitudes. 

Additionally, in discussing the trade-offs of potential 

solutions, we put forth increased transparency about the why 

of privacy practices (in conjunction with increased 

accessibility of that information) as a solution that could 

work particularly well in the context of perceived privacy 

violations around data sharing. Additional next steps would 

be to study users’ reactions to this proposal, as well as to find 

out more about their information needs, and to conduct 

usability studies around the best display mode for this 

information. Our findings also point to the importance of 

understanding user expectations when it comes to privacy; 

whether most users agree that it’s okay to be the product or 

not, shaping expectations with more transparency could help 

reduce the frequency of these kinds of privacy controversies.  
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